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ABSTRACT

Work in AI-based explanation systems has uncovered an interesting

contradiction: people prefer and learn best from why explanations

but expert esports commentators primarily answer what questions

when explaining complex behavior in real-time strategy games.

Three possible explanations for this contradiction are: 1.) broadcast

audiences are well-informed and do not need why explanations;

2.) consuming why explanations in real-time is too cognitively

demanding for audiences; or 3.) producing live why explanations

is too difficult for commentators. We answer this open question

by investigating the effects of explanation types and presentation

modalities on audience recall and cognitive load in the context of

an esports broadcast. We recruit 111 Dota 2 players and split them

into three groups: the first group views a Dota 2 broadcast, the

second group has the addition of an interactive map that provides

what explanations, and the final group receives the interactive map

with detailed why explanations. We find that participants who re-

ceive short interactive text prompts that provide what explanations

outperform the no explanation group on a multiple-choice recall

task. We also find that participants who receive detailed why ex-

planations submit reports of cognitive load that are higher than

the no explanation group. Our evidence supports the conclusion
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that informed audiences benefit from explanations but do not have

the cognitive resources to process why answers in real-time. It

also supports the conclusion that stacked explanation interventions

across different modalities, like audio, interactivity, and text, can

aid real-time comprehension when attention resources are limited.

Together, our results indicate that interactive multimedia interfaces

can be leveraged to quickly guide attention and provide low-cost

explanations to improve intelligibility when time is too scarce for

cognitively demanding why explanations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Explainable AI (XAI) is the ability for artificial intelligence systems

to explain the hidden reasoning behind behavior to external ob-

servers. This ability is especially important for building trust and

understanding in the context of human collaboration with black-

box machine learning models. Machine learning has made many
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recent breakthroughs in mastering complex sequential decision mak-

ing systems, like Atari games [26], turn-based board games [35],

and real-time strategy games [27, 38]. As similar sophisticated ma-

chine learning models are applied to decision making tasks in real

world contexts it will become increasingly important to explain

agent behavior to human operators and collaborators. One class

of approaches to XAI are model-agnostic explanation agents that

ignore internal model details in order to generalize their expla-

nations [31]. One of these approaches externally monitors model

behavior and explains its decisions with natural language. This

approach is very similar to how expert humans explain behavior

in sequential decision systems, like a sports commentator who

interprets and explains game events to a broadcast audience.

Using this analogy, Dodge et al. studied how expert human es-

ports commentators, called shoutcasters, forage for information,

synthesize observations, and present explanations to their audience

during real-time strategy game broadcasts in order to curate ex-

planation strategies for use in automated XAI systems [12]. Prior

work suggests many different types of questions can be answered to

make complex systems and behavior intelligible, but why questions

are the best. In a series of studies, Lim and Dey showed that not

only do users primarily request why answers [22] but providing

why-type explanations to participants learning the internal rules

of a machine learning model leads to better output predictions, un-

derstanding, and trust of the system compared to participants who

receive no, what, or how explanations [23]. Based on Lim and Dey’s

work, Dodge et al. expected to find that esports shoutcasters pri-

marily present their audiences with implicit answers to why-type

questions when explaining game events. On the contrary, Dodge

et al. found that shoutcasters overwhelmingly answer what-type

questions the most often and why-type questions the least often

during live matches. Lim and Dey found that 19% of their partic-

ipants requested a why explanation but only 3% of Dodge et al.’s

shoutcaster utterances were why answers.

If why explanations are desired by audiences and lead to better

intelligibility, why do shoutcasters utilize them so infrequently?

Dodge et al. offer three possibilities: 1.) well-informed audiences

are capable of predicting player actions and therefore do not need

game events to be explained; 2.) audiences wants why answers

but time limits them from consuming complex explanations dur-

ing live games; or 3.) audiences are capable of consuming why

explanations in real-time but these explanations are too difficult

for shoutcasters to produce live. We test these three possibilities

in an online web browser environment with a simple companion

application for the game Dota 2 [37]. Dota 2 is a multiplayer on-

line battle arena (MOBA) where two teams of five players fight to

gather resources and accomplish objectives on a fixed game map.

Second screen companions are applications that provide additional

commentary, statistics, and analysis alongside a traditional esports

broadcast. These companions are an emerging type of application,

powered by machine learning models, and have received positive

receptions from fans in real-world tournament environments [20].

In our study, we provide a simple companion application in a web

browser alongside a Dota 2 broadcast video to provide interactive

text explanation interventions to participants as they watch.

Figure 1 shows our testing environment with a displayed a text

explanation intervention. The broadcast video is situated on the

left side of the browser window. On the right side of the window,

participants are shown an image of the in-game world map. A

marker icon appears during certain game events (e.g. battles,

player deaths, uncommon actions) on the interactive world map.

When the marker is clicked, a text explanation of its game event

is shown in a window superimposed over the game map. The text

remains onscreen until the participant closes the display window.

The point of commentary and explanation is to help audiences

comprehend what is happening in a game and why. Formative

work in reading comprehension shows there is a link between

domain knowledge, game event comprehension, and recall [9]. We

use recall to test how well a participant directs their attention and

comprehends game events with the aid of different explanation

interventions. We separate participants into three groups: 1.) the

first groupwatches a 10minute excerpt of aDota 2 esports broadcast

with no map, 2.) the second group watches the same broadcast with

an interactive map that provides what explanations, and 3.) the

final group watches the broadcast with a map that provides why

explanations synthesized from expert Dota 2 player feedback. All

groups hear broadcast audio with shoutcaster commentary. After

the 10 minute session, we ask participants to rate their mental effort

and answer multiple choice questions about game events.

We expect one of three possible outcomes for this experiment,

one for each of the three participant groups outperforming the oth-

ers on the recall task along with expected results from the cognitive

demand reports:

Possibility 1 If well-informed audiences do not benefit from

additional explanations, there are two possible outcomes:

Possibility 1.1 If additional explanations have no effect on

well-informed audiences, there will be no differences be-

tween the recall task outcomes. Possibility 1.2 If additional

explanations distract well-informed audiences with unnec-

essary information, there will be higher performance in the

group without interactive explanations. We would expect

higher reports of cognitive load in both interactive groups.

Possibility 2 If well-informed audiences benefit from expla-

nations but why answers are too cognitively demanding to

process during a live match compared to other explanation

types, we expect the group with interactive prompts and

what text explanations to outperform the other two groups

on the recall task. In this case, we also expect higher reports

of cognitive load from those who receive why explanations.

Possibility 3 The final possibility is that well-informed audi-

ences are under-served by shoutcasters, who have limited

ability to produce why explanations. If the audience bene-

fits from real-time why explanations, we expect participants

who receive why interventions to outperform the other two

groups on the recall task. This may or may not be accompa-

nied by higher reports of cognitive load.

We recruited 111 Dota 2 players from the crowdsourcing website

Prolific to participate in our study. We find that participants given

interactive prompts and what explanations outperform the no ex-

planation group on the recall task. We also find that participants

given why explanations report higher cognitive load than the no ex-

planation group. Both of these results are predicted by Possibility

2 and support the conclusion that well-informed audiences benefit
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Figure 1: Our online interactive testing environment running in theGoogleChrome browserwith its three components labeled:

(a) a video recording of a professional Dota 2 esports match, (b) a map with interactive icons that appear according to game

events, and (c) a map overlay that provides text interventions to the viewer when icons are clicked. The text intervention

shown is a why explanation synthesized from expert Dota 2 player feedback.

from explanations but why answers are too cognitively demanding

to process when time is scarce. This possibility is anticipated by

Dodge et al. who discuss at length how shoutcasters may use what

and what-could-happen answers to approximate why explanations

during live broadcasts. Our results suggest multimedia interfaces

can be leveraged to provide low-cost interventions that direct atten-

tion and summarize events when time-scarcity makes why answers

prohibitively expensive. These interventions, when paired with

traditional broadcast media, result in better recall for well-informed

audiences than the broadcast alone.

The rest of this paper provides a detailed account of related

work, presents the experiment design, provides the study results,

and discusses the broader impacts and future directions of our work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this sectionwe present a detailed account of recentmachine learn-

ing advances in sequential decision making systems, the particular

structure and challenges of Dota 2, an explanation of intelligibility

types, and how a branch of explainable artificial intelligence explains

black-box machine behaviors through natural language.

Machine learning has recently made tremendous advances in

many areas, including image recognition [21, 36], language mod-

eling [6, 11, 24], and novel artifact generation [16, 39, 42]. Some

of the most impressive advancements have been in the context

of sequential decision systems, where the outcome of past choices

influence future states and decisions. Deep neural models have

learned to play at human or better levels in classic Atari games [26]

without hard-coded domain knowledge or supervised training. Al-

phaZero achieved a similar feat on the classic games Chess, Shogi,

and Go [35]. Many experts believed it would be years before any

artificial agent performed at a human level in Go, so these results

helped capture the public’s imagination and led to a successful

documentary film, AlphaGo [19].

Recent work in sequential decision systems has shifted focus to

digital strategy games. In 2019, AlphaStar [38] defeated an expert

human player in the real-time strategy game StarCraft II [5]. Later

that year, OpenAI Five [27] became the first AI system to defeat

reigning world champions at an esports game by beating Team OG

in Dota 2 [37]. Dota 2 is a multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA)

game where two teams of five players battle over resources and

objectives in a fixed arena. The game is a complex, difficult challenge

due to its long time horizons, partially-observable game states, high-

dimensional action space, large pool of playable characters, and

the need for team coordination. The game has a large competitive

user base and is actively played by full time professionals in regular

events and tournaments with prizes worth millions of dollars [30].

Dota 2 has also been used as a testbed for second screen data-

driven storytelling applications [3, 20], similar to how our study

environment delivers interactive text explanation interventions

on a companion map. We chose to use Dota 2 as our test game

because of its applicability to high-profilemachine learning systems,

complexity, strong user base, professional scene, and use in second

screen applications.

Our study is based on intelligibility types created by Lim and Dey

for an investigation into the information demanded by users from

context-aware intelligent systems [22]. These intelligibility types

describe different types of questions and answers that help explain

the inner-workings of black box systems to outside observers. The

types include why (e.g "Why did the system do x?") and what (e.g.

"What did the system do?") questions and answers. Lim and Dey

show that users primarily ask why questions and that participants

who receive why answers are best able to predict the future output
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of black-box systems [23]. However, while analyzing professional

StarCraft II broadcast commentary, Dodge et al. discovered that

expert humans primarily answer implicit what questions when

explaining game events and they answer why-type questions the

least frequently. Dodge et al. pose three alternatives to explain this

contradiction between shoutcaster utterances and Lim and Dey’s

findings: 1.) well-informed audiences understand game events and

do not need why explanations, 2.) consuming why explanations

is too cognitively demanding for audiences during live matches

when time and attention resources are scarce, or 3.) producing why

explanations is too difficult for human shoutcasters. Investigating

these three possibilities is the central contribution of this paper.

Understanding these divergent explanation strategies and their

effects on esports audiences is useful for explaining both human

and black-box AI behavior. Our work will be especially helpful

for explanation approaches that utilize multimedia, interactivity,

and natural language explanations for intelligibility in live situa-

tions where time and attention are scarce. Ehsan et al. validated an

approach to generating natural language rationales, direct expla-

nations presented from the acting agent’s perspective, to explain

black-box agent actions [13]. The rationales were created from a

corpus of human players performing a think-aloud activity while

playing an arcade game. The think-aloud utterances were anno-

tated with state and action information, then a neural translation

model was trained on the corpus to generate novel natural lan-

guage rationale utterances from game states. The generated natural

language rationales outperformed a baseline on ratings of Confi-

dence, Human-Like, Adequately Justified, and Understandable with

human judges when observing AI play traces of the arcade game

alongside different text rationales. In general, many XAI studies

test for user trust in the model to make correct decisions [18, 40]

and user confidence in the decision-making process [1, 17]. Con-

versely, our study measures intelligibility to an outside observer of

a complex, multi-agent system where players act and react to each

other while pursuing adversarial goals in real time. We use recall,

which has been used to test for comprehension [9] in the context

of competitive sports, to measure intelligibility. While other work

explores explanation strategies for game players, this paper focuses

on strategies to explain game events to informed viewers.

3 STUDY DESIGN

This section presents an overview of our investigation, the online

tools we created to perform the study, how match and explanation

content was curated, participant demographic and recruitment

information, and the procedure used to perform our study.

3.1 Overview

Our study investigates the three possibilities posed by Dodge et al.

to explain the contradiction between their expectations given Lim

and Dey’s work on intelligibility types [22, 23] and actual observa-

tions of utterances made by shoutcasters during live StarCraft II

broadcasts [12]. Dodge et al. expected human experts to use why ex-

planations, but found shoutcasters primarily answerwhat questions

and answer why-type questions the least often. The researchers

offer three possible explanations: 1.) well-informed audiences are

capable of predicting game actions and do not need why explana-

tions, 2.) time limits the audience’s consumption of complex why

explanations during live games, or 3.) it is too difficult for shout-

casters to synthesize why explanations in real time. The purpose of

our study is to answer this open question. To this end, we create a

second-screen companion application to augment an existing es-

ports broadcast with additional text explanations. We recruit active

Dota 2 players through the crowdsourcing platform Prolific and

split them into three groups that correspond to the three possibili-

ties. Group 1 receives a 10 minute excerpt from the start of a Dota

2 broadcast. Group 2 receives the broadcast along with an interac-

tive map that displays text explanations. Icons appear periodically

on the map and display short what event summaries when clicked.

Group 3 also receives the broadcast and map, but are given novel

why explanations curated from expert Dota 2 players. After their

session, each group is asked to gauge the cognitive effort they ex-

pended, answer screener questions to determine whether they were

paying attention, and then take part in a short multiple-answer

quiz to measure their recall of game events.

3.2 Online Tools

Our study was conducted online. We used the crowdsourcing plat-

form Prolific to recruit our participants. Survey and quiz data was

collected with Qualtrics. The test environments were engineered

with HTML and JavaScript. Figure 1 shows the test environment.

The environment has three main components: a Dota 2 esports

broadcast video, an interactive map, and an explanation overlay

window. The video is played start to finish with broadcast audio of

two shoutcasters commenting on game events. The broadcast was

provided by an embedded HTML 5 video with disabled controls

so users could not pause or scrub the video without modifying

their settings. The video is initially paused and an HTML button

below the video begins the session and hides itself when clicked.

JavaScript is used to track the video’s current time mark and make

decisions based on its position. A second HTML button appears 10

seconds before the video ends that allows the user to return to the

Qualtrics survey. All three groups receive the same broadcast video,

start button, and end button. In addition to the broadcast video,

Groups 2 and 3 also receive a map that displays interactive expla-

nations. Certain events during the match trigger a marker icon

to appear on the map. Each icon’s location on the interactive map

corresponds to the location of the game event it explains.

There are 12 game events withmarkers that are spaced at roughly

30 second to 1 minute intervals throughout the broadcast. Figure 3

shows the distribution of explanation events over the 10 minute

broadcast clip. Markers can be clicked by the user and remain

on screen for 1 minute after they first appear. When a marker is

clicked, the icon fades away and an overlay window appears on

the map. The window contains a title, thumbnail image, and text

explanation of a game world event. Group 2 participants are given

a what explanation that mirrors shoutcaster commentary. Group 3

participants are given novel why explanations curated from expert

Dota 2 players. Figure 2a shows a what explanation and Figure 2b

shows a corresponding why explanation. The two explanations

appear at the same time, describe the same sequence of events,
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(a) A Group 2 what explanation. (b) A Group 3 why explanation.

Figure 2: Two images of explanation windows overlayed on the interactive map. Figure 2a shows a what event summary

explanation given to Group 2. Figure 2b shows a corresponding curated why explanation of the same event given to Group 3.

Each explanation appears in a popup overlay when an icon is clicked and includes a title and image. The image and title for

each event are shared between Group 2 and 3, but the explanation text is different.

have the same title and thumbnail image, but contain different text

interventions.

3.3 Match Selection

Online adversarial multiplayer games, like Dota 2, regularly un-

dergo rule updates, game balances, and the addition of new content.

These updates are called patches and can drastically alter the way

an esport is played professionally in a short period of time. The

dominant strategies for a particular patch are called its meta-game

or meta. When selecting a professional match to use in the study,

we wanted to make sure the patch was as recent as possible so that

our participants, who are all Dota 2 players, were familiar with

the patch rules and meta strategies. We also wanted to ensure the

shoutcaster commentary was as high quality as possible. To strike

a balance between these two concerns, we used the first game from

the championship series of the most recent professional Dota 2

tournament. The game features the teams Alliance and Team Se-

cret. We chose to show the first 10 minutes of the match so that

the audience could both watch from the beginning of match play

and a number of important events could take place without our

participants having to view a full 45 minute match.

During the 10 minute clip, we provide explanations on the in-

teractive map for 12 game events. We wanted participants to have

plenty of time to read the explanations without feeling rushed, but

also to provide a consistent stream of new events. We aimed to

provide an explanation every 30 seconds to 1 minute. We allow the

event icons to remain on screen for 1 minute after they first appear.

Once an icon is clicked, the explanation text remains on screen until

the overlay window is closed by the participant. We record which

icons are clicked and how long text box overlays remain open. The

distribution of events over the 10 minute video is shown in Figure 3.

The average time between explanation events is 46.42 seconds, the

minimum time is 11 seconds, and the max is 90 seconds. We chose to

explain events with game importance that the shoutcasters directly

focus and comment on in the broadcast. We highlight three types

of events: 1.) skirmishes where players on two teams trade blows

and take damage; 2.) lane updates where unfolding strategies, the

status of duels, or unexpected game actions are covered; and 3.)

deaths where one player is killed by a member of the other team.

In total, we explain 3 skirmishes, 4 lane updates, and 5 deaths.

3.4 Explanation Curation

To create Group 2’s explanations we summarized shoutcaster com-

mentary about the event, focusing on what information. The sum-

mary explanations are one or two sentences long and average 21.75

words per explanation. The longest what summary is 26 words

long and the shortest is 18 words. Group 3’s why explanations

are over three times longer than the what explanations, at 75.33

words on average. The longest why explanation is 95 words long

and the shortest is 48 words. A recent meta-analysis of reading

rate suggests that average silent English reading takes place at 238

words per minute [7], so both what and why explanation sets are
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Figure 3: The distribution of 12 explanation events over the 10 minute video. The grey horizontal bar represents the video’s

timeline and the 12 red vertical bars represent the relative positioning of explanation events on the timeline.

well under the minimum threshold needed to read each explanation,

given the icon timeout window of 60 seconds and average buffer

time of 46.42 seconds between events. Even though all explanations

can be comfortably read in the allocated time, this difference in

explanation length likely contributes to the increased cognitive

load reported by the why explanation group.

To generate why explanations we devised a curation task and

recruited 3 expert Dota 2 players to participate. Dota 2 rates skill

and matches players together in online games based on a metric

called MatchMaking Rating (MMR), similar to the ELO system used

to rate Chess players [14]. The system awards or deducts a small

amount of MMR based on whether a player wins or loses each game.

Our experts were rated 7830, 6100, and 5690 MMR at the time of

the task. Their average MMR of 6540 places them in the highest

MMR tier, Immortal , which is the top 0.78% of Season 4 Dota 2

players according to a nearly 4 million player sample [25]. Figure 4

shows the distribution of players per tier during Season 4 of Dota 2.

The average MMR of our expert reviewers falls in the top bucket.

Dodge et al. describe natural languagewhy explanations as those

that connect two different time slices together and report the effect

of an action at a particular time on an outcome. In our task, we

asked expert Dota 2 players to create why explanations for each of

our 12 game events. We gave them written instructions that defined

an action as something a player does, a state as a configuration of

the game world at a particular time, and a why explanation as one

that connects two or more actions or states in order to explain a

causal sequence. The instructions included timestamps and short

one sentence descriptions for each of the 12 game events. The par-

ticipants were given the replay ID for our game to use in Dota

2’s replay viewer, which all three participants were familiar with.

Dota 2’s replay viewer does not contain broadcast commentary

and allows users to freely navigate game time and space. Partic-

ipants were instructed to use the replay viewer to provide why

explanations for each of the game event timestamp and description

pairs provided. Once the why explanations were collected from

the experts, we coded each sentence of each explanation according

to what information the sentence was communicating. For each

event, we compared the three explanations according to their cod-

ing and accepted the explanation with the most common features

between the three experts. We accepted full explanations instead

of synthesizing new ones to maintain coherence and a consistent

author voice.

3.5 Participants

131 participants were recruited on the Prolific crowdsourcing plat-

form. We choose to use a crowd-sourced sample because online

administration of standard psychology tests have been shown to

produce results comparable to traditional paper-and-pencil ques-

tionnaires [10] and our experimental tool is inherently online and

technology-driven. We choose Prolific as our crowdsourcing plat-

form because Prolific participants have been shown to be more

diverse, less dishonest, and provide higher quality data when com-

pared to Amazon Turk [29]. Potential Prolific participants needed

three qualities to be considered for our study: recent experience

playing Dota 2, English proficiency, and a desktop or laptop com-

puter. We recruited potential participants with a demographic sur-

vey that asked if they had played Dota 2 at least twice in the last

six months and requested their Dota 2 rank and MMR. We filtered

any participant who gave inconsistent answers between their rank

and MMR in the initial survey. We wanted all participants to be

active Dota 2 players but did not control the population for skill,

so a range of MMRs would be randomly assigned to each group.

All participants were required to be proficient in English to con-

trol for comprehension of the text and audio explanations. Finally,

participants were required to use a desktop or laptop computer in

order to use the online experiment tool. Participants were randomly

assigned to three groups (no, what, and why explanations) at the

start of the experiment. Table 1 shows the low, high, average, and

standard deviation of MMR for each of the three groups.

The MMR distributions of Groups 1 and 3 are similar, but

Group 2 is shifted downward and has higher variance. This means

that players in Group 2 are less skilled on average and less densely

distributed around the mean than the other two groups. If this

randomly-assigned MMR distribution across groups biases results

in any way, we would expect a lower recall score fromGroup 2 due

to lower average skill compared to Groups 1 and 3. Fortunately,

this negative difference in skill reinforces our eventual result when

Group 2 outperforms Groups 1 and 3 on the recall task.

3.6 Procedure

Participants are automatically directed from Prolific to Qualtrics

where they consent to participate, verify their Prolific ID, and are

randomly assigned to one of the three groups. The participant is

shown an introduction screen where their task is described. All

three groups are introduced to the Dota 2 game they will watch,

including its tournament context and the two teams. Participants

assigned to Groups 2 and 3 are additionally introduced to the

interactive map and provided with instructions about how event

icons appear, how to activate them, and how to close them once the

text commentary has been read. All three groups are then given

a link to the external tool. Each group receives a custom link to

their version of the experiment environment. The participants then

perform their task and are redirected back to Qualtrics for the

concluding survey. The survey’s cognitive load and multiple choice

recall tasks are the same for all three groups.

Upon arriving at Qualtrics, participants are asked to rate the

mental effort they expended while watching the match on a nine

point scale adapted from Paas and Van Merriënboer [28]. The scale
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Figure 4: Approximate distribution of 3,938,325 players by MMR tier in Season 4 of Dota 2 [25]. Each icon at the bottom of the

graph represents the start of a tier group. Each tier has five levels before the next tier begins. Each bar in the graph corresponds

to a single tier level. The height of the bar corresponds to the number of players in that tier level. The tier on the far left is

Herald 1, which contains players between 0 and 720MMR. The final tier is Immortal, which contains players above 6000MMR.

Low MMR Low Level High MMR High Level Avg. MMR Avg. Level St. Dev.

Group 1 924 Guardian 2 7800 Immortal 3217 Legend 1 1485.78

Group 2 306 Herald 2 5720 Divine 5 2933 Archon 5 1547.87

Group 3 780 Guardian 1 7810 Immortal 3366 Legend 2 1499.07

Table 1: The low, high, average, and standard deviation of MMR for each of the three participant groups. Beside every MMR

is the tier and level that MMR belongs to in the distribution shown in Figure 4.

is labeled from Very, Very Low mental effort up to Very, Very High.

Participants are then asked two general recall questions to assess

whether they were paying attention during the experimental ses-

sion. First, they are asked what two teams participated in the Dota 2

match. This is a multiple choice question with 10 possible answers.

Each of the possible answers contains two current professional

Dota 2 teams who are competing in tournaments. Ten total teams

are used in the answers and each team is paired in two possible

combinations. Only one answer is correct. The second question

asks how long the video lasted. It is a multiple choice question with

5, 10, 15, and 20 minutes as possible answers. Users must answer

both screening questions correctly and click on at least half of their

text events to have their results accepted. This is to ensure they

were paying attention and received the interventions we are testing

for. Of our 131 participants, 111 met our acceptance criteria.

Finally, we ask each participant to answer seven multiple choice

recall questions about the match they watched. Each of the ques-

tions corresponds to an event highlighted by an explanation in-

tervention. The seven questions focus on the most unique and

memorable of the 12 original events. A question is asked about each

of the four lane update events, the first skirmish to take place, the

first kill to take place, and a memorable group kill that occurs late

in the clip. Each question asks the participant to identify the player

at the center of the event. For example,What player landed the first

attack? Each of the ten players who participated in the game along

with their character’s name are listed as a possible answer. For

example, MATUMBAMAN (Wraith King). The full set of questions

is given in Table 2. We chose to ask what questions because only

one group was given why information. Once the participant has an-

swered all seven questions, they are thanked for their participation

and automatically directed back to Prolific.

4 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We want to answer whether why explanations are avoided by hu-

man shoutcasters because they are: 1.) not needed by informed audi-

ences, 2.) too cognitively expensive for audiences to consume, or 3.)

too difficult for shoutcasters to produce. These three explanations

map onto our three groups: Group 1 no additional explanation

interventions, Group 2 interactive what explanations, and Group

3 interactive why explanations. Given these three possibilities and

groups, we expect to observe one of three possible outcomes:

Possibility 1 Informed audiences do not benefit from addi-

tional explanations. We expect to observe either: Possibil-

ity 1.1 no difference in recall between the three groups or

Possibility 1.2 higher performance in Group 1. In the sec-

ond case, we expect higher reports of cognitive effort from

Groups 2 and 3.
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Explanation Event Multiple-Choice Question

Event 1 What player landed the first attack?

Event 3 What mid-lane player was shown with a 9-6 last hit advantage over their rival?

Event 4 What Dire player was shown free farming in Radiant territory?

Event 6 What player scored the first kill?

Event 8 What core player is shown teleporting to lane after collecting runes?

Event 9 What player is shown killing a courier?

Event 10 What player is ganked by three enemies in the bottom lane?

Table 2: The sevenmultiple-choice questions used to test participant recall of game events. Each questionhad 10 choice options,

one for each player participating in the match. We only asked questions about easily-identifiable unique events that receive

an explanation. We chose to only ask what questions since why information is only given to one group of participants.

We decompose this first outcome into two possibilities because

there is a chance the interactive map distracts well-informed view-

ers leading to worse results than if they just watched the broadcast.

If this is the case, we expect to see reports of higher cognitive effort

in the two groups with distracted participants.

Possibility 2 Why answers are too expensive to consume dur-

ing a real-time match. We expect that Group 2 will outper-

form the other two groups on the recall task. We also expect

higher cognitive effort from Group 3.

In this case, informed audiences benefit from explanations but

the why explanation type requires too many cognitive resources

to consume during a live match. If this is the case, we expect lim-

ited what explanations will best aid recall and consuming why

explanations will result in the highest reported cognitive effort.

Possibility 3 Why explanations are easy to consume but hard

to produce. We expect Group 3 to outperform the other two

groups on the recall task.

In this case, informed audiences benefit from why explanations

and can consume them during a live match, but they are hard for

human commentators to produce on demand. If this is the case,

we expect consuming why explanations will best aid recall.Why

explanations may also increase cognitive effort, but only because

other explanation types underutilize audience attention resources.

4.1 Results

First, we analyze the recall scores. We performed a one-way be-

tween subjects ANOVA to compare the effect of interactive text

explanation interventions on game event recall for no intervention,

what explanation, and why explanation conditions. We found a

significant effect of text interventions on correct recall answers at

the p<.05 level for the three conditions [F(2,108)=4.13, p=0.0187]. A

post hoc Tukey test showed that the what explanation group (M

= 5.03, SD = 1.90) is significantly higher than the no intervention

group (M = 3.78, SD = 2.16). The why explanation group (M = 4.64,

SD = 1.69) was not significantly different from the other two, laying

in the middle. A boxplot of the recall results is shown in Figure 5a.

The results line up with our expectations from Possibility 2. The

recall test results of Group 2 are significantly higher than Group

1. Meanwhile, Group 3 is neither significantly lower than Group

2 or significantly higher than Group 1.

Next, we analyze the cognitive effort reports. We expect Group

3 to report the highest cognitive effort to explain the underper-

formance of participants who received why explanations on the

recall task relative to those who received what explanations. We

performed a second one-way between subjects ANOVA to compare

the effect of interactive text explanation interventions on reports

of cognitive effort for no intervention, what explanation, and why

explanation conditions. We found a significant effect of text inter-

ventions on cognitive effort reports at the p<.05 level for the three

conditions [F(2,108)=3.86, p=0.024]. A post hoc Tukey test showed

that the why explanation group (M = 6.20, SD = 1.79) is significantly

higher than the no intervention group (M = 5.10, SD = 1.61). The

what explanation group (M = 5.65, SD = 1.81) was not significantly

different from the other two, laying in the middle. A boxplot of the

mental effort results is shown in Figure 5b. Again, the results line

up with our expectations from Possibility 2. The cognitive effort

results of Group 3 are significantly higher than Group 1. Group

2 is now neither significantly lower than Group 3 or significantly

higher than Group 1.

Together, these results support Possibility 2, that why answers

have the potential to be beneficial to informed audiences but are

difficult to consume during a real-time match. Dodge et al. discuss

this possibility at length, theorizing that expert human shoutcasters

use a combination of what and what-could-happen explanations

as a satisficing approximation of why answers due to the limited

time and attention budget for live audiences. Our results provide

evidence that informed audiences indeed benefit from explanations

and reportwhy explanations as requiring more cognitive effort than

the what answers given by shoutcasters. These findings can be used

by applications that make real-time natural language interventions

to explain mechanics, agent motivation, and behavior in complex

systems. Providing short, interactive what summaries of impor-

tant events guides audience attention and increases recall without

overwhelming users with resource-intensive why explanations.

5 DISCUSSION

That informed audiences benefit from interactive explanations

when watching an esports broadcast but detailed why explana-

tion are cognitively demanding to process in real-time aligns with

predictions made by Dodge et al.. These results have implications

for automated explanation systems in real-time sequential deci-

sion domains with respect to audience intelligibility and recall.
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(a) A boxplot of the recall task results. (b) A boxplot of the mental effort results.

Figure 5: Boxplot graphs of our results. Figure 5a shows the results of the recall task and Figure 5b shows the results of the

mental effort reports. The graphs show that Group 2 skews higher than the other two groups on the recall task and Group 3

skews highest on the mental effort reports. These results align with our Possibility 2 expectations.

This section provides a detailed discussion and analysis of these

implications.

5.0.1 Second Screen Companion Applications. Our study uses a

companion application, situated next to the broadcast video in our

testing environment, to display interactive prompts and natural

language explanations. Our results will impact how information is

generated and presented to audiences in second screen contexts. For

example, the Weavr project produced an interactive second screen

companion application for Dota 2 that displays text explanations,

real-time statistics, and visualizations for live games on a smart

phone device. The application was deployed to 170 people in the

context of a real-world professional tournament environment [20].

Participants downloaded the companion application to their smart

phone at the start of the tournament, used the application over

the course of the weekend, and allowed their usage patterns to be

analyzed. 27 participants were further recruited to provide detailed

qualitative feedback on their usage over the weekend tournament.

The qualitative feedback revealed that learning was a major mo-

tivator and many users used the application to observe players

they could learn from. This is further evidence that well-informed

audiences are not perfect at predicting or understanding complex

behaviors from top-tier experts. This matches with our result that

providing explanations to well-informed audiences increases intel-

ligibility and recall.

Additionally, participants reported that balancing information

density was a major challenge for the application. Similar to our

testing environment, the app had a central map that displayed

location-based interactive markers. When clicked, these markers

presented natural language status updates, similar to shoutcaster

what commentary, about game state information like item usage,

kills, gold collected, etc. Participants reported being overwhelmed

by a large number of ‘less important’ game highlights and would

prefer a smaller number of ‘important’ highlights. Our results indi-

cate that, for intelligibility, these ‘important’ highlights do not have

to be detailed explanations that break apart and analyze game con-

tent. If an automated system could replicate our curation method

by identifying important events at the same level as broadcast op-

erators and sending a simple what summary of that event every 45

seconds, our results indicate it will lead to an increase in average

recall of game events when compared to an audience that watches

a flat broadcast with no second screen information. Our results also

indicate that when designing these real-time systems it is impor-

tant to make information as easily digestible as possible because

overwhelming users with complex explanations in real-time will

lead to a decrease in recall back towards the flat broadcast audience.

5.0.2 Automatic Summary Generation. One potential application of

this work is to create a second screen companion application capa-

ble of generating novel explanations, similar to thewhat summaries

curated in our experiment, to increase audience intelligibility.While

the explanations employed in our study were human-authored, pro-

ducing explanations in this way for all games may be too expensive

for all but the most well-resourced of applications. One possible so-

lution is to automatically generatewhat-type event summaries. One

of the many advances machine learning has made in recent years is

in the areas of language modelling and automatic text generation.

Word2Vec [24] is an algorithm that produces a word embedding

model, which is a set of high-dimensional vector representations of

words created by analyzing co-occurrence in large data sets. These

models are powerful because they embed semantic similarity and

can be used for analogical reasoning [15]. For example, many mod-

els encode representations that support common sense conceptual

arithmetic like king - man + woman = queen. These representations

have helped drive the development of modern neural language

models, like BERT [11] and GPT-3 [6], which are used for a range of

language understanding and generation tasks. One of the language

tasks these models have been applied to is machine summarization.

Machine summarization is the task of automatically generating a

natural language summary of source content.

There are two main approaches to summarization, extractive

and abstractive summaries. Extractive summarization is the easier

approach and the most common. These approaches remove text

directly from the summarization source and selectively add it to the

summary. Abstractive summarization, on the other hand, generates
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novel summary text that does not appear in the summarization

source. Work in this area is still developing and deep neural net-

works have made recent advances [33, 34]. These types of deep

neural summarization systems could be used to generate abstractive

summaries of shoutcaster commentary around an event selected

to be shown to the audience. If live shoutcaster commentary is not

available, it could be simulated by a language model trained for

Dota 2 contexts. Another possibility would be to train a system to

map short video clips directly to summary explanations, similar

to video captioning [8], or produce summaries from game state

vector representations, called moments [41], and represent inter-

esting narrative properties, like cognitive interest [4]. If trained to

summarize directly from image or state sequence information, the

model would not need real or synthetic shoutcaster commentary

to generate live explanation interventions.

5.0.3 Multi-Modal Explanations. Another line of future work is

to generate and assess explanations with types of content other

than natural language. Aside from the standard title and icon im-

age, our explanations were natural language text-only. However,

there are many ways to explain complex behavior in sequential

decision systems other than natural language. Sports broadcasts

often use visualizations with statistics and illustrations when in-

troducing or updating storylines. It is likely that intermixing statis-

tics, visualizations, and natural language explanations can create

a coherent and low attention-cost framework to convey informa-

tion to the audience. Recent work by Dodge et al. shifts in this

direction, from a model agnostic natural language approach to ex-

periments that measure the impact of explaining reinforcement

learning agents with model-specific white box statistics and visual-

izations [2]. They find that participants shown both saliency maps

and reward-decomposition bars, which are visualizations of inter-

nal model input and output metrics, attain a higher understanding

of the AI model. However, these explanations come at a cost as

participants with access to these metrics also report higher levels

of cognitive load and predict the agent’s next move at a lower rate

than participants with no explanations at all. These results again

line up with our findings that more intensive explanations are use-

ful but can be hard to process, especially in real-time. Providing

metrics and images in addition to natural language explanations

can be useful, but they will likely be restricted by the same cognitive

resource scarcity that governs real-time natural language explana-

tions. When natural language is paired with statistics or graphics,

they must not overwhelm the audience. TheWeavr application [20],

for example, could be used to provide multimodal explanation in-

terventions that are more effective at indirectly conveying why

information without overwhelming its audience. Additional types

of interventions may be possible in VR environments [32]. Further

experiments could test how different pairings or statistics could

boost intelligibility in different sequences and circumstances.

5.0.4 Offline Why Explanations and Additional Metrics. We test

why explanations in the context of real-time sequential decision

systems and find they are not as effective as short what explana-

tions at increasing user recall because they require more mental

effort to process. However, previous work [22, 23] shows that why

explanations are the most demanded and effective in learning to

predict future decisions in offline, non-sequential environments.

This is similar to sports contexts where in-depth causal chains are

often explored in off-line segments between matches or competitive

segments. When building agents that automatically explain behav-

ior, it could still be useful to provide interactive why explanations

as long as they can be provided during dips in action when the

user has more attention and can bring to bear more cognitive ef-

fort in processing the detailed explanation. Additionally, there may

be other reasons why an audience wants explanations of expert

or AI-driven behavior aside from intelligibility. For example, re-

spondents in the Weavr [20] qualitative study indicated they watch

in-depth explanation segments because they want to improve as

Dota 2 players. Further experiments could test the effect of different

explanation types on metrics beyond comprehension, recall, and

intelligibility, like learning or task performance outcomes.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we answered an open question in AI-based explana-

tion systems of why expert esports commentators primarily answer

what questions when explaining complex behavior in real-time

strategy games. Using an interactive companion application we

tested for recall in participants who receive no additional explana-

tions, summary what explanations, and why explanations. We find

that while informed audiences benefit from additional explanations,

why explanations are too cognitively demanding and lower perfor-

mance on the recall task. The broader implications of our work are

that providing interactive explanations can increase intelligibility

and recall of complex behaviors and events over flat video and audio

commentary, but providing explanations that are too cognitively

demanding can diminish the effect. Our findings will inform future

work in the contexts of explainability and explainable AI in sequen-

tial decision making systems to direct audience attention without

overwhelming them with high-value but costly why explanations.
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